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THE "SCHI'AVONE" IN VASARI'S VITA OF BRUNELLESCHI

At the end ot' his Vita of Brunelleschi Vasad
mentiones a "Schiavone''', a Croat, ::is "Schiavone"
is used exclusively in reference to Croatian Slavs,
among the pupils of the great Florentine architect2.
Vasari says: "Furono ancora suoi disccpoli Domi'nico de! Lago di Lugano, Geremia da Cremona, ch·~
lavoro in bronzo henissimo, insiernc con un Schia
vone, che fece assai cose in Venezia 3". The fact
that Vasari seems to have paraphrased a passage
from Filarete's Trattato di architettura: "Venneci
ancora Domenico de! Lago di Lugano, discepolo di
Pippo di Ser Brunelleschi; uno Geremia da Cremona ii quale fece di bronzo certe cose bonissimo; uno
di Schiavonia ii quc1le era bonissimo scultore,"
diminishes the credibility of Vasc1ri's statement 4 •
Yet the idea LO try to identify the Schiavone has
been intriguing. So Rolfs , in I 907, atlempted to
identify the art isr as f-rancesco Laur:urn a conjecture rejected by Valentiner mos tly o n styli tic
grounds, since it is rather difficu lt to find in f-ran cesco's w rk :rnything that would remind one uf
the art of Lhe Brunelleschi (and D natello) cir le .
Relying primarily n foilarete's informati n. vt1gue
as it may be, Kruft and Mnlnrnnger rece ntly tried
to reintroduce Rolfs s idea . \Xli thout nctu,illy insisting that Vasa ri is either righL or wrong , the gem!
of this study is to de monstraLe that there is n
fifteenth century Croatian nrtisL who fit s Vn sa ri 's
statement, nnd thc1t this stflternent can serve to
further highlight the ongoing re-evaluntion of that
artist's work. The master in question is George
of Sibenik, Giorgio Schiavone or, in Croatian, Juraj Dalrnc1tinac (Zadar, c. J 400 - Sibenik, 1475).
Filarete docs 1101 s1,1tc dun the Slav w:is :i
disciple of Brunelleschi although fr 111 the list he
ives one might infer that fil:ircte saw him somehow related or indebted to [ilippo . Vnsari seem·
to have jumped to conclusion I y nrnking the C roat
Brunell.eschi s pupil. Pilarere tells us that Lite Schin vone was an axcellent sculptor . This eliminates as
18

potential rnndidate the architect Luciano Laurana
since there is no information whatsoever about his
activity as sculptor. The sculptors I van Duknovic
(Giovanni Dalmnta, 1440-1505) and Niccolo da
Bari (c. 1435-1494), probably a native of Dubrovnik in Dalmatia) were born too late to be considered; so one is left with the choice between Frnncesco Laurana and Juraj Dalmatinac, and the farmer's
style in no way indicates a Florentine training.
Vasari tells us that the Schiavone made several
works in Venice. This statement may sound very
suspicious. Did Vasari simply invent it on the
bc1sis of the contemporary situation? There were
Croatinn artists in Venice in Vasari's time, such
as Andrijia Medulic (Andrea Meldola); Juraj
Klovic ( Giulio Clovio) had n brief Venetian
period himself. \Xlhere else would a Schiavone
work if not in Venice? Yet among the fifteenth
century Schiavoni only one can be conclusively
connected with the city on the lagoons, Juraj
Dalmatinac $. Did Vasari follow a certain tradition, vt1gue as it mc1y have been, about a Croatian
artist of some distinction, who worked in Venice,
but who, at a certain point in time came to Florence and mingled with the people from the circle
of the most progressive among the Florentine
artists of the first half of the Quattrocento Brunelleschi and, presumably, Donatello? \Xlas
this tradition the reason for making Filaterete's
nwsterious Schiavone Brunelleschi's pupil, making
hi;n more concrete by adding the information
c1bout the Venetinn part of the artist's career? We
will probably never have enough evidence to
definitelv answer this question. But a sympathetically in~lined interpreter may reconstruct the
manner in which Vasari arrived at his conclusion
in the following way: Vasari was aware of Fila.rete's statetment which is so vague that it can fit
anybody; he may have inquired if there was any
tradition nbout the presence of an outstanding

Fig. 1 - Sibe11ik, Cathedral from the North (Photo Gatti11).

("bonissimo") Slavic artist Ill Florence some
hundred years before his own time . The answer
may have been a vague "yes" with the addition
that the artist had come from Venice ( or was gone
to Venice ) and that he congregated with Brunelleschi, or showed som e interest in Filippo's work.
Now Vasari indeed jumped to conclusion and in
order to ndd more fame to the hero of the Vita,
he provided Brunelleschi with yet another, this
time international, pupil, implying thus that Filippo's fame nnd influence trnnscended the borders
of Tuscany, or even Italy. Vnsari did not specify
that the artist was a sculptor; maybe there \,as
some ambiguity or disagreement in the tradition,

which may have claimed tlrnt he was both a
sculptor and an architect ,md , naturally , Brunelleschi could have b ee n his teacher in both arLs.
If one wants to pu sh the iirgum ent to the extreme
one might say that Vasari, in this way, indirectly
adds even more distinction to Brunelleschi: his
foreign pupil will spread Brune lleschi's name and
style in more than one art.
Even though a less sympathe tic reader may
simply dismiss .Vasari's statement as fictitious
there are, in our opinion, num erous indications
that Juraj Dalmatinac was well acquainted with
Tuscan Quattrocento Art.
In July 1441 Juraj was drafted, in Venice, as
19

tinue working under Juraj, whom they must have
seen as a distinguished master worth working for 7 •
It is probable that Juraj acquired his fame
working in Venice, where he married a daughter
of the woodcarver Gregorio de! Monte, and where
he owned a spacious house. The Venetian, "gotico
fiorito", component of Juraj's art, so evident
especially in his late, Anconitan, works, was
noticed long ago; and although the specialists
disagree as to what, in Venice, to attribute to
Juraj, there is a total agreement that he did work
in Venice and that the works by his hand should
be sought for within the orbit of the Buon workshop R. Until quite recently this was the only

Fig. 2 - Sibenik, Cathedral longitudinal section (drawing by Prof. Sena Gvozdanovic-Sekulic).

head master of Sibenik Cathedral. He was hired
at the point when the Dalmatian city of Sibenik
had decided to expand the existing design of the
Cathedral and accelerate the building process. The
people of the city were dissatisfied with the timid,
traditional style of the two Venetian head masters,
Lorenzo Pincino and Pier Paolo Busato. Juraj
was brought to Sibenik with the express intention
of correcting the mistakes of his predecessors and
of expanding, extending and embellishing the
building. To properly understand the enthusiasm
of the citizens of Sibenik for the cathedral project,
one should be made aware of the fact that the
city had become by the end of the first half of
the fifteen th century one of the strongest centers
of humanism on the East Adriatic coast; the bishop
of Sibenik, J uraj Sisgoric, was an eminent humanist, member of a family traditionally devoted to
arts and letters. This progressive milieu expected
a lot from the new head master and was ready
to pay for it. J uraj was to receive 115 Venetian
ducats per year and the city was to provide him
with free lodging and pay the moving expenses
for himself, his family and servants 6. Everybody
seemed pleased. Even the former head masters
- Pincino and Busato - readily agreed to con20

Fig. 3 - Sibenik, Cathedral apsidal part (drawing by
Prof. Sena Gvozdanovic-Sekulic).

aspect of Juraj's art recognized by specialists. In
a pathfinding article published in 1961 Professor
Prelog was the first to emphasize the "Renaissance," Tuscan qualities in Juraj's art. Since then
the idea has been somewhat tentatively restated
by a number of scholars 9 •
Let us examine some of the monuments. The
design of Juraj's Venetian predecessors in Sibenik
apparently called for a simple aisled basilica.
J uraj expanded the plan by adding a transept and
planted the piers for the dome, later to be completed by Nicholas of Florence (figs., 1, 2). Was
Juraj inspired by the Santa Maria de) Fiore? As
opposed to the rather traditional nave the eastern
and displays remarkably pure Renaissance style
(figs. 1, 3). Long horizontals are strongly emphasized, one by a series of heads by Juraj and assistants, some of which representations are real
masterpieces of realism (fig. 5). The surfaces are
divided into rectangles by a system of straight
lines; the decor is restricted almost exclusively to
niches filled with shell motif, or, as in case of the
head frieze, it is intimately linked with the architectural members it emphasizes 10 • It takes some
time to realize that the apses display a polygonal,
"gothic," plan which, however, may have been
determined by a rather special type of construction.
Rather than "building" the wall by placing one
course of ashlar on top of another ( as in the case
of the nave), Juraj "assembles" the apses walls from
long monolyth strips between which one finds,
slightly recessed, large monolyth blocks ( figs. 1, 3,
5 ). This manner of building brings about a surprising monumentality and unity of structure, the
emphasis being laid on the key structural, horizontal and vertical, elements. It creates a grid
within which the architect inserts his decorative
niches and windows.
The same principle of structurnl clarity and
rational correspondence between the interior and
exterior is displayed by the upper portions of the
cathedral executed by Nicholas of Florence late
in the century making the building a unique
example of a trefoil facade church in which the
form of the facade exactly corresponds to the
form of the architectural mass and space ( figs. 1,
4 ). Although there is no evidence that Juraj left
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Fig. 4 - Sibe11ik, Cathedral west facade (drawing by
Prof. Sena Gvozdanovic-Sekulic).

any designs for the upper part of the building
(except that he obviously provided for a dome),
the apsidal part shows already the concept of
ra tiona 1 s tructu raliza tion and of the projection of
space units on the wall surface. For this reason
it seems likely that Nicholas's solution derives
from Juraj's ideas 11 •
While Juraj's concept of the eastern end of
Sibenik Cathedral may be his personal answer to
the architecture of Brunelleschi, the two putti on
the northern apse holding the dedicatory scroll
bearing Juraj's signature and date 1443 are
obviously indebted to Brunelleschi's friend, Donatello (fig. 5 ). The fullness of forms and the
complex pose ( note especially the position of the
arms of the right hand putto) brings to mind the
naked bovs on the attic of Donatello's Annunciation ( 142,8-32), but the source of the free, diHicult, yet convincing poses and gestures could have

21

Fig . 5 Sihe11ik, Cathedral, 11orthem apse: Two Angels
holding the Dedicat ory Scroll, by }11raj Dalmati11ac,
1443 (photo ·Gatti11).

easily been the lively youths of th e Cant aria of
the Florentine Cathedral ( 1433-1439) or of the
Prato pulpit ( 1433-38) 12 • Once introduced , Donatello stands behind most of Juraj's angels. The
two chubby shi elclbearcrs (c. 1444) in th e interior
of th e Cathedral (figs . 6, 7 ), publi shed· by Pre log,
echo rath er directly the mi11i:1ture figure s on the
crozier of Donatello 's St. Louis of Toulouse
(c. 1422-25). Compare again the poses, note
especially the practice of placing the nrm behind
the he1d; this is apparently one of Juraj's favorite
devices; j11s1ified in rnse of the shieldhearers by
the" aLlns" Function of the boys 11 • Similar in sly le
arc 1hc b< ys s upporti ng the font of the baptistery
of Siben ik which Juraj very cleverly placed underneath the southerm side of the Cithedral sanctuary
and which may have been completed by 1443, but
definitely by l 448 ( fig. 8) M. The angels - victories and angel heads on the baptistery vault also

22

recall Donatello's practices (fig. 9). Both motifs
appear side by side in Donatello's relief of Virgin
and Child in the Fine Arts Museum in Boston
(c. 1425-28) 15 • The technique of the baptistery
vault relief seems to mark Juraj's first step toward
mastering Donatello's "relievo schiacciato." In his
later reliefs, ·as we are going to see, Juraj refines
his technique and makes it more Donatellian. The
baptistery vault reliefs still lack Donatello's sensitivity and pictorial refinement .
It is interesting to note that, whereas the
baptistery interior works quite well as a decorative
whole, most of the elements of decoration as well
as some of the figures (e.g., the prophets; fig. 8)
are conspicuously traditional. A similar, though
less felicitous mixutre of the "old" and "modern"
occurs on the Tomb of St. Anastasius in Split
Cathedral, made by Juraj between 1448 and 1451
(fig. 10). The Figures are stiff and heavy. The
whole work appears rather static, if not clumsy.
The angels holding the curtain have nothing to do
with either Donatello or Juraj's own earlier works.
As a surprise, one discovers, in the middle of the
lower zone, a dramatic representation of the
Flagellation f uU of dynamic clash of forces and
counterforces, the ges tures and physiognomies
being realistically expressive of the drama portrayed. The model was probably a los t work by
Donate!! , a copy f which used to be in the
Staatliche Museen in Berlin and which dated,
according to Janson, from . c. 1470-80 16 •
Another instance of combining the "old" and
the "new" is found on the facade of the Loggia
dei Mercanti in Ancona ( 1451-59) 17 • Within a
predominantly «gotico fiorito » framework one
finds, on the top of the facade , a dynamic yet
solid and compact representation of a horseman,
possibly a somewhat timid answer on Juraj's part
to Donatello's Gattamelata ((fig. 11 ). Among the figures of the virtues also found on the facade, one's
attention is captured by the Charity, a robust nude
"invaded" by five mischievous Donatellian putti
(fig. 12). The cascading forms of her body
are solid and strong yet somehow smooth in their
roundness. The virtu e seems to indicote yet
anot her Tuscan connectio n - the art of Jacopo
della Quercia 1 • The curve described by the
Cha rity's body may be co mpared to Jacopo's Acea
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Fig. 6, 7 - Sibenik, Cathedral interior: Putto-Shieldbearer, by Jurai Dalmatinac, c. 1444 (photo Art History
I nsiitute, Zaw·eb University).

Larentia from the Fonte Gaia in Siena (c. 1415-

19 ); compare also the position of the right hand
and arm and the motif of a baby climbing up the
woman's body. An even closer similarity seems
to exist between the Charity and the figure of
Eve in the Labors of Adam and Eve on the Portal
of San Petronio in Bologna (c. 1434) 19 • One is

again invited to compare the pose, the position of
the head shown almost completely in profile, the
right hand and arm, the formation of the breasts
and belly, and the motif of two babies hanging
onto the woman's legs.
But the crucial work for our understanding of
Juraj's involvement with the Renaissance as a
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Pi?,. 8 - Sibenik, Boptistery of Cathedral: Va11lt, hy ]1m1i Dalmalinac, c. 1443-48 (pboto Gatlin) .

sculptor is the Tomb of Blessed Rainerius (Croatian Arnir) made between 1444 and 1448 for the
church of Benedictine nuns in Split transferred, in
the nineteenth century, to the parish church at
Kastel Luksic (fig. 13 ). The tomb consists of a
recumbent likeness of Archbishop Rainerius shown
24

under the curtains, held by angels, and a relief
scene depicting his death . Rainerius, Tuscan by
origin, was an archbishop of Split in the second
half of the twelfth century. He was known as a
vigorous fighter for the privileges and possessions
of the See of Split and he apparently did not

Fir,. 9 - Sibenik, Baptistery of Cathedral : Interior, by
Gatlin).

Juraj

Dalmatina_c, c. 144 3-48 ( photo
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Fig. 10 - Split, Cathedral: Tomb of St. Anastasius, by Jura; Dalmatfnac, 1448-51 (photo Gatlin).
hesitate to use forgeries. He died at the' hands
of the freemen of the Kacic family when , on the
basis of a forged document, he tried to usurp some

26

of their lands. The murder of the archbishop
occured in 1180; some fifty years later the event
was described in the Historia Salo11ita11a by Tho-

Fig. 11 - Ancona, Loggia dei Mercanti: H orsema11, by

mas Archidiaconus of Split 20 • Juraj must have had
this text in his hands when he designed the
narrative section of the monument. This is, to
the best of our knowledge, the first instance of
representing the scene of the Death of Blessed
Rainerius so Juraj should be credited with the
creation of a new iconography which also means
that he was free from any models or tradition.
The effigy of the archbishop is probably the
least successful part of the tomb but the stiffness
of the figure is offset by the cadre consisting of
Donatellian putti and an impressive, energetic
victory-angel on the top . The dramatic impact is
hightened by the relief of a lameting woman, her
face awry with pain, her hands raised in a gesture
of uncontrollable sorrow. This motif is again

Juraj

Dal111ati11ac 14 51-59 ( photo Gattin ).
1

Donatello's. It was used in the Entombment on
the Paduan Altarpiece ( 1446-50) but also earlier,
in :1 version more similar to Juraj's rendering, in
E11tomhme11t relief on the Tabernacle of the Holy
Sacrnn,ents ;it St. Peter's in RomP. (14~2-331)) 21 •
The relief of the Death of Blessed Rainerius is
another, more successful attempt on Juraj's part to
adopt Donatello's technique. The carving is more
fluid, the shadows are softer and the line is less
emphasized; but still many fine details, incised in
a somewhat graphic manner, refuse to fully integrate themselves with the whole 22 • The composition centers on the kneeling archbishop watched
over by the dove of the Holy Ghost and the
enraged Kacics appearing from the right and
attacking the holy man with clubs. The tension
27

or as a chorus, a device which Donatello seems to
have applied in his St. Anthony reliefs on the
Paduan Altarpiece. In one respect, Juraj is totally
unwilling, or unable, to follow Donatello, that is,
in the representation of space. Donatello's dramatic
perspective is completely absent and the background, the rocky landscape and bushy trees,
reminds one rather of Giotto whose Paduan works
Juraj must have known very well 24 • The relation
between the figure and the background is far from
being convincing and the main use of the landscape is to localize the scene in the rocky Dalmatian setting and provide compositional foils for
the protagonists. Yet, again, the more traditional
aspects do not seem to be readily visible - one's
attention is captured by the intense drama in the
foreground and one forgets the spatial inconsistencies or the traditionalist rope ornament bordering the relief. On the basis of the most modern
works as well as of the trecento tradition and his
own late gothic background Juraj seems to create
his own, individual, essentially humanist style. It
may be worth while noting that the patron may
have been to some extent responsible for the
atmosphere within which the work was conceived;
the convent of St. Benedict in Split was one of
the minor but vigorous enters of humanism. The
great Croatian Renaissance poet, Marko Mamlic
of Split, addressed some of his works to the nuns
of St. Bendict 25.

Fig. 12 - A11co11a, Loggia dei Mercanti : Charily, by
Juraj Dalmatinac, 1451-59 (photo Gatti11).

decreases toward the ends of the relief, especially
on the left where Rainerius' companions are shown
in a rather peaceful conversation. The serenity,
repose and the classical costume of the figures
indicate that Juraj probably copied that group
from an ancient sarcophagus. Both groups are
envelloped by a foil of a rocky landscape 23 •
Donatellian reminiscences are in general rather
subtle: the technique, the concentration of the
drama, the focus of the composition on the middle
while the side groups are treated as on-lookers,

28

Juraj, an established master in Venice in 1441,
could have easily travelled to central Italy before
taking over the responsability for Sibenik Cathedral. Our brief analysis seems to indicate that
he was familiar with the works by the major
artists in Florence and quite probably in Siena,
Bologna and Rome. The works echoed by Juraj's
art are datable between 1415 and 1435, his
predilection apparently being for the works created
in the late twenties and early thirties. Since an
:irtist wou Id be exptccted to be primarily interested
in most modern, vanguard creations, one seems
justified in dating Juraj's trip to c. 1435, which
does not preclude earlier visits to central Italy.
Between 1441 and 1452 Juraj paid several visits
to northern Italy and could have seen Donatello's
Paduan works. Probably in connection with his

Fig 13 - Kastel Luksic 11ear Split, Parish Church: T 0111b of Blessed Rainerius, by
(photo Gatti11).

lively activity in Ancona during the last twentyfive years of his life, we find him in Urbino in
1466 26 • There he received an invitation to come

Juraj Dalmatinac, 1444-48

to Siena . We do not know whether he went or
not but the invitation itself shows that his art had
been known in Siena, and, moreover, that it must

29

Fig. 14 - Split, Cipci Palace: Coat of Arms, by ]11raj
Dalmatinac, c. 1450 (photo Gatlin).

have been, for its occasional Querciesque overtones, quite compatible with Sienese taste 27 • It
seems that Juraj took advantage of numerous
opportunities to keep abreast of the new tendencies
although he also retained some more traditional
formulae he owed to his Venetian models 28 •

In 1409 Venice bought Dalmatia from Ladislas
of Naples, unsuccessful pretender to HungaroCroatian throne, thus realizing her old Jream of
acquiring a permanent foothold in the Eastern
Adriatic 29 • For this reason the contribution of
Venetian art to the fifteenth century nrt of the
Eastern Adriatic hns been overstres ed and the
role of other potential s urces minimized . We
have nttcmptcd to show elsewhere that L mbard v
I layed an important part, es pecially in the
tion of the young [,rancesco Lm1ran;:i -10 • The reevaluation of the art of Juraj Dalmatinac places
an emphasis on yet another factor, Florence, and
dates the beginning of the Renaissance in Croatia
to c. 1440, about one quarter of a century before
the traditionally accepted date 31 •

forn,;.
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There still remains one question one feels
obliged to try to clarify. How to define the
"Renaissance" in the art of Juraj Dalmatinac?
It seems that the character of J uraj's art heavily
depends on the milieu and tbe patron he is working
for. Jn these term one should like to suggest
three ·levels in Juraj's involvement with the Renaissance.
1. Quotation. An example would be the
Fla9,ellation from the Tomb of St. Anastasius in
Split Cathedral. The archaism of the rest of the
f omb sculpture is easy to understand if one bears
in mind that the contract stipulated that the Tomb
should resemble the Tomb of St. Domnius made
for the cathedral by Bonino da Milano in 1427.
The contrat also required that as many fragments
as possible of an earlier monument to St. Anastasius, erected in 1210, should be reused by Juraj 32 •
The traditionalism was thus detremined by the
patrons and the introduction of an isolated Donatellian motif may be read as Juraj's attempt to tell
the "true connoisseur" that he, as an artist, was
aware of what was considered "modern."
2. Initial integr(llion . For example, the baptistery of Sibenik. Working for a more progressive
patron, the intelJectuals And clergy of Sibenik,
Juraj achieved a certain balance between tbe "old"
and the "new." Yet it is easy to see that the
integration is incomplete and that the elements
themselves are readily distinguishable as traditional
or modern.
3. Integration into a personal "Renaissance"
s1,,[e. In architecture Juraj reached this stage with
the ea tern end of Sibenik Cathedral. In sculpture,
the best example is the Tomb of Blessed Rainerius,
made for a humanistically inclined patron, while
the topic itself enabled Ju.raj to create a new
iconographic scene.
This last cathegory does not presuppose a total
elimination of morphologically gothic elements.
The gothic tracery, the "fiorito" leaves and other
elements of the gothic decorative vocabulary
continue in use in Dalmatia well into the sixteenth
century, even in the most purist and progressive
milieus such as the Republic of Dubrovnik. But
integrated with the Renaissance elements into a
new, local style, they do not seem to have been

read by the enlightened public as having any
gothic" meaning.
The local humanists, the
owners of the Dubrovnik villas of the fifteenth
and the sixteenth century, have apparently found
those purified, integrated gothic forms a legitimate
means of expression within the modern" local
style 33 • In his most original creations, such as the
apsidal part of Sibenik Cathedral, or the Tomb of
Blessed Rainerius, Juraj acts as a forerunner or,
II

II

rather, the first propagator of this local, vernacular
answer to the art of the Italian Renaissance. This
more than the fact that he was aware of the works
by Brunelleschi and Donatello, or that he may have
been Vari's "Schiavone," reserves Juraj Dalmatinac
a special place in any discussion of the beginnings
of the Renaissance on the eastern shores of the
Adriatic.
VLADIMIR GvozoANOVIC
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

I The outline of this 1-mrcr wns presen ted al the 6'11h An·
nual Meetings of the College Ari Associati n of America, Chi,
cago, fchruery 1-4, 1976. The n111hor w uld like to :iknow·
ledge his indebtedness to Dr. Sena Gvozdanovic-Sckulic, Pm·
£cssor of ArchitC<"turc, Zagreb University (Zngrch, Yugoslnvin).
who kindly provided him with the nets of the Symposiun, m1
Jurnj Dalmntinm: (Sihcnlk, September 21 -24, 1975), and sup·
plied nil the photogrnphs nncl clrnwings s< me of which rnmc
from her own collection nnd some from the collections of th ~
Art History Jnstitutc of Zagreb University and Mr. Ncnnd Gnttin, Yugoslavia's foremost art photogrnpher, nncl which an:
reproduced here with rhc kind permission of the owners.
I should also like to fully recognize my dcht to Profc~S(>r
Dr. Mil:m Prdog, 0£ the Art Historr Dc1m rtmcnt of Zn~n:b
University, nnd .to his revolutionary nrticie: Di,,1 110110 pullo
Jurio Dolmnti11cn i problem re11esn11s11e kompo11e11te 11 11i1?go·
uoi skulpture, published in the "Peristil"' 4, 1961 , pp. 47-60,
11nd, more indirectly. to IIANNO·WAL1'F.R KRUrT :md i\!AGNt:
MAl.MANCER who c nr1icle, T'r(lltet·sco Laurn11n; D<•[!.im1i11[!..1 iu
Nnples, 1n "Burlington r-.lng11zine 11 ll 6, 1974, rr. 9- 1•1, rein
troduced the problem of the identifirntion or r-ibrcte's "Sch in
vonc" . And special thnnks to Pr fossor Mario nlmi for h,wi11~
drawn to my nt tcntion Ci,SARF. GNuo r's, N1101·e l'ircrcl c .t 11
Niccolo dell'Arco, Rome, n.d.
The ,preparntion of 1he nrnnuscript wns partially finnn ccd
through 1l research grnnt from the Universi1y of i\ !ichignn . for
the editing of the nrnnuscript T nm indebted to i\ls. Pntrici.1
Tkdi of 1he Dcpnrt mcnt of ll umanitics of the Uni\'crsity of
Michigan-Dcnrhon1 .
2 The C:rna1~. \\'ho SCI tk-d Oil ahout 90"/, .. r Ilic E:1~tc.:n1
Adriatic coast \\'ere for nll J)rnct ical I uqx,sc.:s th· only Sbvs the
It al inn got direc tl y in wu ·h wirh during rhc medieval pcrio<l .
Not onli• is the sobriquet "Schinvone" nnnchcd t(l the nnmes
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